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Three Men Removed From Virgin Australia Flight To Bali By AFP At 
Darwin Airport
A Virgin Australia flight had to be diverted and three passengers were

removed by police after becoming intoxicated and vaping during the

flight to Bali. The men were aboard a flight from Brisbane to

Denpasar, Indonesia on Friday when air cabin crew became

concerned over their “escalating disruptive behaviour”. According to

the Australian Federal Police (AFP), a 42-year-old and two 20-year-

olds allegedly became intoxicated during the flight, and staff were

concerned the passengers, who were sitting in the exit row, would be

unable to provide assistance in the event of an emergency. Cabin

crew asked the men to move seats however its alleged the men

initially refused. When they eventually did move seats their disorderly

behaviour increased as they consumed duty-free alcohol they had

brought on board. “One passenger was also allegedly observed

vaping in their seat,” the AFP said.

Aviation Security Activities of UK Likely To Resume
Bangladesh authorities are calling for the reinstatement of aviation security

activities that were previously suspended at Hazrat Shahjalal International

Airport by the United Kingdom's (UK) Department for Transport during the

pandemic. At the same time Bangladesh have stressed the importance of

enhancing cooperation within the aviation sector between Bangladesh and

the UK. Chairman of Bangladesh Civil Aviation Authority (CAAB) Air Vice

Marshal M Mafidur Rahman has said this during a meeting with British

High Commissioner Sarah Cooke at the latter's office in the capital on

Thursday. During the meeting, there was a strong focus on developing

skilled manpower in the aviation sector, with particular attention to security

expertise in Bangladesh. The British High Commissioner, Sarah Cooke,

praised Bangladesh's aviation sector for its impressive post-pandemic

performance and significant improvements in airport management.

How To Deal With The Growing Threat of Laser Attacks
Becoming a pilot is a challenging but rewarding process. With 1,500 hours

of total flight time required to secure an Airline Transport Pilot Licence for

example, it typically takes several years to qualify – and for good reason.

Ultimately, passengers are placing their lives in the hands of pilots every

time they board a plane. When you are thousands of feet in the air, there is

no other way down than a safe landing. In most cases, take-off and landing

proceed without any issues. However, sometimes pilots are required to snap

into action, remain calm under pressure and to follow protocols about how to

respond to a variety of emergency situations.

https://7news.com.au/travel/virgin-australia
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Innovative Technology Revolutionises Airport Security: The End to 
Liquid Limits and Laptop Restrictions
Are you tired of the hassle of removing your laptop and liquids from your hand

luggage every time you go through airport security? Well, the future is here.

Thanks to innovative technology, London City Airport is leading the way in

changing the passenger experience. They have phased in a next-generation

security scanner that allows travellers to pass through security without the need to

take out laptops and liquids from their bags. London City Airport has always

prided itself on being an early adopter of new technologies, and this new CT

scanner takes the passenger experience to a whole new level. The airport’s Chief

Operating Officer, Alison FitzGerald, stated, “The new CT scanners will reduce the

stress and hassle of 100ml liquids in clear, plastic bags and having to unload your

hand luggage. The new process delivers a much more efficient security

operation with enhanced security screening.”

New Guidance Released to Help Mitigate Air Cargo Security 
Threats
To further assist air transport regulators and operators in their mitigation of

security threats associated with air cargo activities, the International Civil Aviation

Organization (ICAO) and the World Customs Organization (WCO) have released

a revised supply chain and secure mail publication. The highly complex nature of

the air cargo and mail operating environment, involving a multiplicity of entities,

might add to the day-to-day operational difficulties of implementing security

measures and countering threats. The advice, which has been published in the

third edition of “Moving Air Cargo Globally”, describes the roles and

responsibilities of these various entities, and highlights how they can work

together effectively to secure air cargo and mail within the regulatory framework.

Terror Suspect Who Jumped Bail Held At Chennai Airport

The city police arrested a terror suspect when he landed at. Thoufique had jumped

bail in 2021 and had travelled. He was first arrested by the Chennai police on August

27, 2020 for posing as an NIA official and extorting ₹3 crore from a Mannady trader

Diwan Akbar. They arrested his Bangladeshi wife Salma and five others in the case.

He had also floated a political party, Naan Manithar Katchi. He then jumped bail,

police issued a lookoput circular to all airports. With his arrest, TN police and the

National Investigation Agency plan to probe his suspected links with terror networks.

https://techround.co.uk/news/zamna-raises-5m/
https://techround.co.uk/interviews/meet-dave-merkel-expel/
https://techround.co.uk/interviews/meet-dave-merkel-expel/
https://www.icao.int/Security/aircargo/Pages/Moving-Air-Cargo-Globally.aspx
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